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EDITOR’S NOTE

W
ith apologies to Bob Dylan, I have

adapted his 1962 iconic protest

song, Blowin' in the Wind, to

comment on incidents post the

recent arrests of staff in India's

drug regulator. 

How many samples need to be on the NSQ list and 

then approved

Before the CBI gets wind of the modus operandi?

How many arrests and CBI raids will it take to 

clean up CDSCO

Before we have a corruption-free drug regulator?

And how many traps need to be set

Before bribe givers stop offering bribes to close the file? 

The answer, my friend, is blowin' in the wind 

The answer is blowin' in the wind 

In a letter addressed to Prime Minister Modi

dated August 28, 26 manufacturers from the Punjab

Drug Manufacturers Association (PDMA) have given

details of the corrupt practices at the CDSCO/DCGI

and its impact on the spirit of ‘entrepreneurship/

industry which is the backbone of the economy.’ 

The letter comes after Dr Naresh Sharma, Deputy

Drug Controller at the Delhi headquarters of Central

Drugs Standard Control Organisation (CDSCO) was

arrested by the the Central Bureau of Investigation

(CBI) on August 16. This follows the arrest of Ankur

Bansal, a Baddi-based CDSCO drug inspector who

was caught red-handed accepting Rs 1 lakh bribe

from officials of  Amritsar-based Kwality Pharma.

The CBI has reportedly found other cases with

the same modus operandi: failing batches and then

approving them for a price. The CBI has reportedly

either arrested or picked up at least two more senior

officials, one formerly with the CDSCO and the other

formerly in the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare.

An Assistant Drug Controller from Himachal

Pradesh has also been arrested by the vigilance cell

while another, referred to as the "most high income

earning officer" has been transferred from the state

drug inspectorate to the state health department

protect him from the CBI! 

The CDSCO moved fast to distance itself from 

Dr Sharma, suspending him in two days. And stating

that it has 'zero tolerance towards corruption and is

committed to act stringently against any act of

corruption.' The CDSCO has attempted to clean up

its act, with multiple transfers of inspectors last

March. (www.expresspharma.in/editors-note/a-spring-

cleaning-at-the-cdsco/; www.expresspharma.in/editors-

note/going-beyond-cosmetic-changes/) The CBI raids

could be a continuation of this clean up process. 

But drug inspectors have another take. One senior

inspector worries that the CBI is being used to

coerce the few honest officers left in CDSCO who

have suffered the brunt for not toeing the line i.e.

asking for bribes. The PDMA letter quotes drug

inspectors justifying bribes as a way to recover the

bribes they paid to get these positions! 

And for every bribe taker, there is also a giver. 

So, shouldn’t the senior managements of pharma

companies ensure that their staff down the line do

not offer bribes? 

If the regulators themselves feel targeted, what

about the regulated? As a promoter of an SME

pharma company puts it, “We are exploited by

inspectors all over India because they use the danda

(stick) given by the Drugs Act 1940 whereas they

should be facilitators.” He welcomes the immediate

penal action against Dr Sharma, in the hopes that it

will be a deterrent, as this is “just the tip of the

iceberg.” He alleges that there is rampant bribing,

with the benefits flowing to the very top. Other

sources question how the CBI stepped in only after

top ranking officials were moved out of the health

ministry. 

The same SME pharma source alleges that the

product tests are routinely manipulated by faking

reports to show out of range assay results, or the

presence of 'related substances' or 'impurities'.

Almost 99 per cent of the samples from the SME

sector are thus deemed 'Not of Standard Quality'

(NSQ), hinting that bigger players have made deals

with the drug testing laboratory staff. 

Is this sour grapes on the part of the SME sector?

SME pharma players today face rising costs due to

multiple issues as detailed in the PDMA letter. The

result is poor balance sheets and banks refusing to

give loans to SMEs, sending them into a tailspin. 

While the reputation of India's drug regulator is

taking a severe beating, observers agree that just as

GMP violations are not confined to India alone, there

have been black sheep among the staff of global

regulators as well. 

The point is, will the CBI go the whole way? Does

the CBI have its own agenda? Will the few good men

and women left in the CDSCO persevere? Or perish,

when they refuse to fall in line? 

The CBI has
reportedly found

cases with the
same modus

operandi: failing
batches and

then approving
them for a price 

CDSCO is blowin’ in the wind

VIVEKA ROYCHOWDHURY Editor

viveka.r@expressindia.com
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PRE EVENTS

P
urify 2019 – Chromatography Pu-

rification Conclave will be held on

December 17, 2019 in Hyderabad.

The conclave will focus on various as-

pects like new separation techniques

and approaches, niche topics, deeper

understanding of preparative and

process chromatography and allied

fields, and upcoming application areas

that will provide quality substance to

the discerning delegates. Express

Pharma is be the media partner for this

conclave.

The Advisory Board comprising

Katkam Srinivas, Vice President - Busi-

ness Head, Maithri, MSN Group of

Companies, Hyderabad; Rajiv Janjikhel,

Executive Director, Alliance Manage-

ment, Corporate Business Develop-

ment, Allergan, New Jersey; S Damod-

haran, Executive Vice President -

Operational Excellence & New Tech-

nologies, Sai Life Sciences, Hyderabad;

Somesh Sharma, Sr Vice President –

Discovery & Development Solutions;

GVK Biosciences, Hyderabad; YS Lak-

shmi Narasimham, General Manager -

Analytical, Novel Drug Discovery and

Development, Lupin (Research Park),

Pune and Manish Chawla, Managing

Partner, Custage Marketing Solutions,

Mumbai, will help create a knowledge

platform and provide significant busi-

ness opportunities to stakeholders in

chromatography purification. 

Highlighting the need of a conclave

such as PURIFY’19, Lakshmi

Narasimham says, “Recent advances in

the new synthetic methods can gener-

ate thousands of different compounds in

a very short time. Despite these signifi-

cant advances made for the high

throughput reactions on a small scale

(parallel chemistry), the purification

and isolation of these compounds for

their further evaluation is a bottleneck,

thus making the need for faster and

more efficient purification tools critical;

example being application of prepara-

tive SFC for the purification of poorly

soluble and polar compounds.” 

According to him, the conference will

help to familiarise on the latest trends

and advances in the instrumentation

along with the nuances of the purifica-

tion process, as well as impurity isola-

tion of speciality chemicals and API.

“Chromatography is a critical unit

operation employed in the production of

pharmaceutical ingredients. It’s a ver-

satile technique with a relatively simple

approach that allows selective isolation

and purification of essential molecules

from complex chemistries. PURIFY’19

will provide a forum for the exchange of

best practices in the field, introduce new

concepts and reinforce existing knowl-

edge,” opines Rajiv Janjikhel, Allergan,

New Jersey.

The conclave will be beneficial for re-

search scientists, process development

engineers, scientists from the kilo labs,

production heads, application experts,

bio process scientists, laboratory heads,

analytical heads, natural product purifi-

cation experts, chemists, academicians,

policy makers, supply chain heads, etc. of

the pharma industry.

EP News Bureau

Purify 2019 – Chromatography Purification
Conclave to be held in Hyderabad
The conclave will focus on various aspects like new separation techniques and approaches, niche
topics, deeper understanding of preparative and process chromatography and allied fields

THE ASIA Pacific Division of

the UNESCO Chair in

Bioethics will organise the 1st

International Bioethics

Health Sciences Conference –

BIOETHICON 2019. The

event will be held in Chennai,

on November 8-10, 2019. The

event will be organised in col-

laboration with The Govern-

ment of India, Indian National

Commission for Cooperation

with the UNESCO. 

The conference will offer a

unique platform for the ex-

change of bioethics education

information and knowledge

and will feature pre-confer-

ence courses and workshops,

panel discussions, interactive

lecture sessions, and exhibi-

tion of posters and photo-

graphs highlighting bioethical

issues in health sciences. 

The theme for the confer-

ence is 'Redefining bioethics

in health sciences for the next

century.' The purpose of the

CHAIR is to build, activate,

co-ordinate and stimulate

Bioethics Education in 

Academic Institutes through

an International Network 

of Units.

EP News Bureau

BIOETHICON 2019 to be held in Chennai
The conference will offer a unique platform for the exchange of bioethics education information
and knowledge



THE 2ND edition of the Annual

Pharma Packaging, Labelling,

Serialisation, Track and Trace

2019 is being held on September

19, 2019 in Mumbai. This year,

the theme of the conference is

‘Securing your Supply Chain

and Quality Management.’ The

conference overviews and inte-

grates business and technical

problems that pharmaceutical

companies need to be aware of

in order to fight the major global

problem of counterfeit medi-

cines. In addition to discussion

the problems, this conference

will address serialisation, track

and trace analytical techniques

which scientists use to detect

counterfeits and identifying so-

lutions to the threat of counter-

feit medical products. 

Speakers and experts who

have been confirmed to attend

the event are K Bangarurajan,

Joint Drugs Controller (India),

CDSCO (HQ); Rubina Bose,

Deputy Drugs Controller(India),

CDSCO (WZ); Mayur Parmar  ,

Deputy Collector, Government

of Gujarat; Sudhir Mohan

Bansal, Vice President & India

Head of Supply Chain Manage-

ment, Pfizer; Amit Kale, Associ-

ate Vice President - Packaging

and Automation, Reliance; Om-

prakash S Sadhwani, Former

Joint Commissioner and con-

trolling Authority Food and

Drug Administration (Maha-

rashtra state); Chandra Sekhar,

Vice President Quality, Reliance

Life Sciences; Udaykumar Rak-

ibe, Founder, PharmaMantra;

Vaibhav Kulkarni, Director -

Regulatory Affairs, Abbott Nu-

trition; Naresh Tondare, Senior

Director - National Regulatory

Affairs, Biocon

Sunil Acharya, Packaging

Development, SCPL; Ritesh Go-

hel, Lead, Global Serialisation

and Track & Trace, Sun

Pharma; SRSalunkhe, Former

Assistant commissioner – FDA

Maharashtra Prabir Das, Head -

Packaging Tech Services, OSD,

Mylan Laboratories; Sanjay Ku-

mar, Head Of Legal, Emcure

Pharmaceuticals; Sanjay Dave,

CCO, Anfarnd Consultancy Ser-

vices; Vishwas Sovani, Founder

Director, Pharmawisdom; Gau-

raj Shah, Counsel, Bombay High

Court; Virendra Singh, Senior

Manager, Reliance Life Sciences;

Jagdish Vyas, Manager, Abbott;

Rajshri Chetan Pardeshi, Man-

ager – New Product & Commer-

cial Packaging Development,

and Sourcing Head for Regu-

lated Market, Unosource

Pharma (An Akums Enter-

prise); Darshan Vartak , Head

Packaging Technical, Anchor by

Panasonic.

EP News Bureau

2nd Annual Pharma Packaging, Labelling, Serialisation,
Track and Trace 2019 to be held in Mumbai
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POST EVENT

Usha Sharma

A
fter the success of the

first technical seminar,

in Ahmedabad, Gangwal

Chemicals recently organised its

second ACE (Agenda, Conven-

tion and Entertainment) Chap-

ter in Hyderabad to discuss  spe-

cific product requirements,

upcoming trends,  opportunities

and requirements  of the

pharma industry. The day-long

event registered a full-house 

participation of experts and de-

cisionmakers  from  different

arenas of the pharma industry

such as R&D head, formulation,

purchase and more.

The inaugural ceremony be-

gan on an auspicious note as key

representatives of Gangwal

Chemicals came together and lit

the lamp. Anju Thakkar, Direc-

tor, Gangwal Chemicals deliv-

ered the welcome address. In

her address, she gave an

overview of the company and

highlighted the objective of the

ACE platform. The platform 

was  an ideal way to have a

Gangwal Chemicals organises second
technical seminar of ACE in Hyderabad
Experts discuss on product-specific requirements, upcoming trends, opportunities and
requirements of the pharma industry

Anju Thakkar, Director,

Gangwal Chemicals

Dharmesh Mehta, Executive

Business Development,

Gangwal Chemicals

Dr Abhijeet Pandey, Postdoc

Fellow, Directorate of health 

science, Manipal University, India

Medical University of Graz, Austria

Dr Akash Chaurasiya, Prof BITS

Pilani – Hyderabad

Dr Vijay Sharma, Senior

Manager—Business Development,

Gangwal Chemicals

Lamp Lighting
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meaningful dialogue with their

existing and new customers to

understand the industry as well

as the rapidly changing regula-

tory requirements.

This was followed by a corpo-

rate audiovisual (AV) presenta-

tion of Gangwal Chemicals and

its offering to pharma compa-

nies in India. The presentation

showcased the company’s vision,

business objectives, key achieve-

ments, marketing strategies,

etc., which set the context for the

technical seminar.  Next was  an-

other corporate video of Gang-

wal Laboratory Analytical Ser-

vices (GLAS), a group company

of Gangwal Chemicals where 

the audience was updated 

about the solutions they 

offers.

Umar Khan, Executive Busi-

ness Development – Export,

Gangwal Chemicals, optimised

the given opportunity and ex-

plained in detail about the com-

pany’s core business functional-

ity. His presentation gave an

overview of Gangwal Chemicals

and also highlighted key 

milestones of the company since

its  inception. He also 

informed the audience about the

company’s diversified business

portfolio and gave an overview of

the group companies; SA Phar-

machem, GLAS and Solitaire

Healthcare.

While sharing a detailed note

about the company’s different

manufacturing facilities across

India, he also touched upon the

cumulative manpower strength

in key cities like Mumbai, Ben-

galuru, Hyderabad etc., and

spoke about their future plans to

scale it up. During the presenta-

tion, he shared the company’s vi-

sion and pointed out its expert-

ise in active pharmaceutical

ingredient (API), excipient and

manufacturing capabilities. He

also apprised about Gangwal

Foundation and their key initia-

tives for the betterment of the

society.

Khan also mentioned that the

company’s product offering are

sophisticated, innovative and

niche excipient. The products,

according to him, require 

strong technical knowledge and

Mayur Gudhka, Sr Manager –

Business Development for

Nutraceutical Division,

Gangwal Chemicals

Suyesh Kale, Manager – Technical

Business Development,

Gangwal Chemicals

Umar Khan, Executive Business

Development – Export,

Gangwal Chemical
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POST EVENT

experience suitable for all types

of drug delivery system such 

as oral, solid, trans-dermal

patches etc.

Following Khan’s presenta-

tion, Dharmesh Mehta, Execu-

tive Business Development,

Gangwal Chemicals, talked

about the challenges in oral solid

dosage forms. His presentation

touched upon the benefits of the

product ‘DiCOM – DC’, a ready-

to-use co-processed direct com-

pression excipient. Revealing

more about the product, he said

that it is a tailor-made excipient

and helps pharma companies re-

duce inventories and complies

with the regulatory require-

ments. He also talked about the

product’s dissolution pattern

along with a release mechanism

of drug delivery.

Suyesh Kale, Manager –

Technical Business Develop-

ment, Gangwal Chemicals, was

the next speaker. Kale discussed

the solubility enhancement us-

ing Hydroxypropyl Cellulose via

HME. While sharing a detailed

note on Hydroxypropyl Cellulose

requirements in the formulation

process, he mentioned about the

company’s NISSO Grade for

HPE HPC product, having a

shelf-life of five years which is

crucial for the pharma industry.

He also pointed out that the

product has solubility perme-

ability and absorption technol-

ogy-enabled features. During the

presentation, he touched upon

amorphous solid dispersion and

its relevance in drug formulation

and role being played by the plat-

form to dissolve APIs. Explain-

ing the difference between HPC

and HPMC, he elaborated on

NISSO HPC viscosity and con-

cluded with a case study presen-

tation on the same topic.

On behalf of Fuji Chemicals,

a Principal company of Gangwal

Chemicals in India, Amit

Bhanushali, Manager Business

Development, Gangwal Chemi-

cals, made a presentation on

unique Dibasic Calcium Phos-

phate Anhydrous (DCPA). High-

lighting the superiority of Fuji

Chemicals’ product range, he in-

formed about the offerings for

the Indian pharma market. He

elaborated on Fujicalin, a unique

patented form of DCPA, which is

designed to function as a direct

compression excipient and has

exceptional flow and compres-

sion characteristics. He also 

informed that it is spherically

granulated, which has lower

mean particle size and ex-

tremely high-specific surface

area when compared to other

available DCPA and Dibasic Cal-

cium Phosphate Dihydrate

(DCPD).

Bhanushali pointed out that

low compression force can de-

liver high-quality tablets with an

oil load of 10 to 15 per cent. He

also mentioned that its oily ac-

tives pose problems while con-

verting to powders or tablets for

oral dosage forms and has a

smooth surface than other avail-

able products in the US, the EU

and Japan.

Dr Abhijeet Pandey, Postdoc

Fellow, Directorate of health sci-

ence, Manipal University, India/

Medical University of Graz, Aus-

tria, talked about the pullulan-

based thermoresponsive poly-

meric spray for wound healing.

In his talk, he highlighted the im-

portance of pullulan in cosmet-

ics as well as in pharma prod-

ucts and mentioned that it is

approved in Japan and 

also allowed for food ingredients

and additives.

Significantly, he also touched

upon the benefits using pullulan

and how it encourages the cell to

grow faster and helps to heal

wounds without scars. He also

talked about how pullulan- based

thermoresponsive polymeric

spray can help patients suffering

from wounds located in and

around the elbow, knee bend

area, where the proper dressing

is different and with the help of

such solutions it can become an

optimum choice for physicians

to play a major role in the treat-

ment process. While signing off,

he informed that his institute

has initiated commercial talks

with several pharma companies

and already working with

Themis Medicare.

On behalf of Sandeep Gupta,

Chairman – Standard Review

Group (SRG); FSSAI, Director -

Expert Nutraceutical Advocacy

Council ( ENAC), Mayur

Gudhka, Sr. Manager – Business

Development for Nutraceutical

division Gangwal Chemicals pre-

sented on Nutraceutical- A new

Registration desk Stand up comedian

Delegates attending technical seminar

Attendees visiting stalls
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POST EVENT

leap for the healthcare sector.

And in his presentation, he high-

lighted the benefits of nutraceuti-

cal products in rapid changing

lifestyle.

The second last speaker of

the day, Amey Desai, IME Zone

Manager- Pharma and Nutri-

tion, Air Liquide, gave a presenta-

tion on the company’s innovation

TTFCA (Total triterpenic frac-

tion of Centella asiatica), a

generic designation, which in-

cludes TECA. TECA is an active

ingredient dedicated to restor-

ing skin integrity. Explaining

about Teca, he said that it is an

extract of Centella asiatica and

since 1978 it is available in the

form of powder.

Explaining the benefits of

TECA in the process of wound

healing, he mentioned that it

soothes the skin as well as helps

to bring an ECM protection. It is

also used for chronic venous in-

sufficiency stages associated

with symptoms which include

aches, pain, tightness skin irrita-

tion, heaviness muscle cramps.

Globally, the number of diabetic

patients is increasing signifi-

cantly and experts are trying to

offer the best treatment meth-

ods. He also talked about the

benefits of TECA in diabetes

care management.

Following Desai, Lavleen Ku-

mar Gupta, Director, IgY Im-

munologix India, highlighted

that his company has opted for

TECA solution and is available

in the gel-based form. And it has

conducted clinical trials as well.

Commenting on the outcome of

the clinical trial, Gupta informed

on the positive outcome of the

trial and are happy to work on

the indication.

Desai briefly mentioned that

TECA has been tested in two

perspectives, placebo-controlled

randomised studies involving

patients with diabetic microan-

giopathy. Based on these trials,

the properties have been de-

signed for oral administration of

120 mg daily.

Dr Akash Chaurasiya, Prof

BITS Pilani – Hyderabad, the

last speaker of the day, delivered

a talk on complex injectable

product development — key

challenges and opportunities.

His presentation focussed on

different regulatory require-

ments and possible opportuni-

ties which exists in developing

complex injectable. Highlighting

the complexities, he mentioned

that complex drug products are

critical to the care of many seri-

ous medical conditions such as

multiple sclerosis, schizophre-

nia, metastatic breast cancer,

Osteoporosis COPD and dia-

betes mellitus. Stressing on the

challenges, he said that there

are multiple issues like complex

formulations, multi-step manu-

facturing process complicated

multi-phase in-vitro drug 

release profiles and in-vivo 

studies.

The event concluded on a

high note with industry experts

discussing  on varied complexi-

ties  and the need for process de-

velopment to tap opportunities

in the industry. Dr Vijay Sharma,

Senior Manager—Business De-

velopment, Gangwal Chemicals,

too highlighted the company’s

objective and thanked each

speaker as well as delegates for

participating in the second chap-

ter of ACE. In his speech, he

mentioned that the company has

noted the expectations and un-

derstands varied issues of the

pharma industry and will work

in tandem with the industry and

will eventually excel in delivering

the solutions.

u.sharma@expressindia.com

The Standard of Comparison

• For more than 70 years, we have delivered the industry's most extensive 

  Lactose portfolio

• The original patent for Anhydrous Direct Tabletting (DT) Lactose

• Batch to Batch Consistency

• Global technical service, regulatory and application expertise to ensure

regional and global market compliance

Pharmaceutical Grade Crystalline, Spray Dried,
Anhydrous, and Inhalation Lactose

www.SheffieldBioScience.com

Registered Office Address: 17th Floor, Nirmal Building, Nariman Point, Mumbai - 400021 
Corporate Identification Number: U15400MH2010PTC202946 

Tel.: +91 22 27815003, Fax Number ; (022- 27815989) 
Email:  Kerry-India.Info@kerry.com 

The event concluded on a high note with industry
experts discussing on varied complexities and the
need for process development to tap
opportunities in the industry
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AAPS WESTERN India,

Mumbai Discussion Group, 

recently organised a talk on

Pharmaceutical Community

of Knowledge by Dr Ajaz Hus-

sain, President of National In-

stitute for Pharmaceutical

Technology and Education

(NIPTE), held at SciTech Ad-

vanced Learning Centre Au-

ditorium, Mumbai. 

The event began with a 

Welcome Address by Ajit

Singh, Chairman, ACG. He 

welcomed the delegates and

spoke on the objective behind

organising the talk. Speaking

on the sidelines of the event,

he also spoke on AAPS' en-

deavour to begin a Mumbai

chapter of this knowledge

sharing community and  ex-

pressed hope that this move

will lead to greater knowl-

edge-sharing and application

by India Pharma Inc. 

The main speaker for the

day, Dr Ajaz Hussain spoke at

length on the importance and

pertinence of this knowledge

community in a research-

oriented sector such as

pharma and explained that

mere sharing of information is

not enough. He highlighted

that when information is ap-

propriately applied to im-

prove product performance,

improve therapeutic equiva-

lence and improve the efficacy

of dosage forms, then it is

transformed into knowledge. 

Citing several examples,

he stressed that the potential

of India Pharma Inc is huge

but it will have to improve its

knowledge base to become

more system-oriented and

ensure good practices. He re-

iterated that it is essential to

build and nurture a commu-

nity which helps in garnering

knowledge and disseminating

it effectively to spur progress

in the pharma industry.

He also addressed a lot of

queries from the audience on

several relevant issues in the

pharma industry, including

training of pharma personnel,

readying for FDA audits, regu-

latory compliance and so on. 

AAPS Western India emphasises on
building community of knowledge
Organises talk by Dr Ajaz Hussain to encourage greater knowledge-sharing and application by
India Pharma Inc and become more system-oriented to ensure sustained progress

Dr Ajaz Hussain, President of National Institute for Pharmaceutical

Technology and Education (NIPTE)

Ajit Singh, Chairman, ACG

www.expresspharma.in
For any queries, call 022-67440000/22022627

or email at healthcare@expressindia.com.

..

The stimulant
for those who
stimulate the

pharma
sector

Express Pharma 
has been the backbone 

of this sector since 20 years. 
It is what the experts look to 

when the entire industry looks to 
them. That is because the maga-

zine contains a potent mix of 
innovative ideas, cutting-edge 

analyses and expert insights. It’s 
no wonder then that the finest 

in the field trust the fore-
most in the field.          
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Lara Yumi Tsuji Bezerra, Managing Director, Roche India came to India with close to 24 years
of pharma experience, across sales, marketing and general management in Janssen Cillag,
Wyeth Biopharma and Bayer. A year into her India stint, she was re-designated as the Chief
Purpose Officer, as she led a transformation of the company from being a commercial to a
value-based organisation. She tells Viveka Roychowdhury how the company is strategising
to go from getting one in 50 cancer patients treated to one in five by 2030

You came to India in October

2017 as the Managing Director

of Roche India. Why did you

say, on your LinkedIn blog,

that your India posting would

be your biggest challenge in

life, even bigger than your last

posting in Venezuela? What

made you say that? Do you still

think that?

Yes, I did say that and I do

think so today as well.

Why? Is India such a tough

place?

Not because it’s tough. But we

believe it’s urgent to deliver

medical solutions right now –

even as we develop innovations

for the future. We are

passionate about transforming

patients’ lives in India and

what we want to do is give back

to the patients. So we have to

see that patients have both:

By 2030, we want to treat one in
five cancer patients in India

I N T E R V I E W
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access to healthcare and go

beyond, to help develop the

healthcare ecosystem.

So the challenge is that

today we have people who are

reimbursed (for health

expenses), we have some

people who have access to

healthcare. But, even if we do

everything super well, and our

work pays off, there are

probably 700 million people

who do not have access to

healthcare (*1).

India has 1500 oncologists

for 1.3 billion people. China with

1.4 billion people has 25,000

oncologists. The US with 330

million people has 11,000

oncologists. Brazil with 220

million people has 2000

oncologists (*2).

So, the challenge here is

that, if we need to make a

difference in India, and benefit

patients, we not only have to

work with these problems but

also go beyond. So how do we

increase the capabilities and

capacities of these oncologists?

As health is a state subject,

how can we help in different

States? And this is our

strategy. We do not look only

where we can sell our drugs.

We also look at how can we

collaborate with an external

stakeholder, develop the

ecosystem as well as develop

the capabilities of these

oncologists. What if we use the

primary health centres to

diagnose cancer and the

secondary health centres to

treat cancer? There are so

many things that we can do.

This is the challenge.

There is a huge opportunity

in India because right now,

healthcare is the focus of the

government and the private

sector. The question is, the

challenges that we have right

now were created by a health

system that we had in the past;

that will not be the health

system of the future.

If we look to work with these

challenges, we might solve

them but we will not create the

health system that is needed for

the future. So we acknowledge

the challenges that we have

now but also look at what the

health system would be in the

next few years. Because by that

time, India will be the third

biggest economy in the world.

We will be able to allocate

resources to healthcare. And,

when we are going in this

direction, how can we think

about building the ecosystem in

a way that it is ready when we

arrive there? We need to adapt

and change to standards of care

that are much better than what

we have today.

If we go (ahead) thinking

about universal healthcare,

both public and private sector

should work together to

develop technology for better

healthcare for patients, the

best value and outcomes for

patients. So that when we

arrive there, the technology is

almost ready for us, and we

need to just adapt it to what we

need.

If we think about

technology to solve today’s

challenges, then we will have to

change it fundamentally later

on. This is my challenge here.

What is Roche’s strategy for

India? Could you give some

examples of how Roche’s

global tagline, Doing Now,
What Patients Need Next
plays out in India?

The global purpose of Roche is

Doing Now, What Patients Need

Next. In 2018, we reflected on

how we can translate it into a

plan for India. Our Vision 2030

is that we inspire people to

transform healthcare in India,

and care for every patient’s life

through innovative and

sustainable solutions. We do

that with both, short-term and

long-term strategies.

In the short term, we look at

how we can help patients

benefit from our medicines in

existing healthcare ecosystems

like ESIC, CGHS, State

schemes, etc.

At the same time, we work

for the long term with people

who would like to help us in

improving the healthcare

landscape. We strongly believe

that we need to increase the

capacities of the oncologists to

impact more patients at a

faster pace.

Our strategy is state-

centric, it is a learning-based

approach that leverages the

states’ diversity, since state

governments are primarily

responsible for healthcare

delivery and systems. Our

strategy is structured to

respond to state capabilities

and needs. Our approach is to

broaden and expand access to

our innovative therapies, and

increase the number of

patients’ lives we can touch

and positively impact. We have

more or less 27 launches in the

next few years. So unless the

health system is adequate, not

all patients would be able to get

the benefit.

Our state cluster is based

on a ‘Grow, Build and Invest’

model which helps enhance

existing levels of healthcare

access and supports better

penetration for innovative

healthcare solutions. The

ultimate objective is to help all

states evolve, maximising

patient outcomes across India.

We have also partnered

with other pharma companies

to increase patient access to

cancer therapy. For example,

last February, Roche Pharma

India and Cipla entered into an

agreement under which Cipla

will promote and distribute

tocilizumab (Actemra) and

Syndyma, the second brand of

Roche’s cancer therapy,

bevacizumab (Avastin) in

India.

Where does India fit into

Roche’s global strategy in

terms of revenue share?

There is a huge
opportunity in
India because
right now,
healthcare is
the focus of the
government
and the private
sector.The
question is, the
challenges that
we have right
now were
created by a
health system
that we had in
the past; that
will not be the
health system
of the future
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Roche is going through a

transformation globally to

focus more on patients and

trying to see how can we get

our medicines to patients

faster.

With one of the strongest

pipelines in the industry, we

will have 27 launches in the

next few years, we are aiming

at approx. 13 line extensions

and 14 novel molecules in

multiple indications

addressing the unmet medical

needs.

We will continue our efforts

to serve more patients in India

by foraying into rare diseases

as well. A step in this direction

was the recent launch of

Hemlibra for Haemophilia A

patients this year. We will also

explore bringing in treatment

options for Spinal Muscular

atrophy (SMA), Huntington

disease, Neuromyelitis Optica

(NMO) and neuromyelitis

optica spectrum disorders

(NMOSD).

With support from both

Basel and the regulators here

in India, we are bringing all our

new innovations to serve the

patients.

You will be completing two

years in India this October.

What has struck you about

your stint here, which is

different from other

countries, which defines the

country for you?

The diversity of thought in

India is something that defines

the country for me. The

moment we decentralised the

model and put each state in

charge to self-organise, we saw

great outcomes. Many people

used to be only in sales but now

they have to develop their own

strategies and self-organise.

It took us three to four

months to self-organise, but the

teams were highly motivated

and started to make their

plans. Their capability and

speed amazed us. And this is

India, if you trust and believe,

and give space to people to

show their capabilities, to not

be afraid or limited by targets,

they just unleash a potential

that you could not imagine.

Both intellectually and from

the heart. The objective

becomes to help society and as

many patients as possible.

This is something

completely unique to India.

Different states might have

different approaches. But,

when there is a common

intention to help patients, all of

this gets together and

something much bigger

happens. This is the principle

of diversity. If you have a

diverse group and you start to

have conflict, and as a leader

you are not able to get them to

work together, then you fail in a

big way. But if you can make a

diverse group work together,

then beautiful things happen.

And what is the difference

between these two outcomes?

The common intention, goal,

purpose.

I’ve noticed that whenever

we have different ideas,

conflicting ideas, when we ask,

what can we do for the

patients, how can we make this

work and then suddenly,

everything aligns and we go 

for it.

Collaboration is something

that the Indians believe that

they do not have but they do

have it. I’ll explain with an

anecdote. I remember

discussing with a doctor about

how we can collaborate with

more doctors, in parallel with

their work on Ayushman

Bharat, the National Health

Mission etc. to make it better.

And he said, “You know,

Lara, I do not want to

disappoint you but here in

India, we are not used to

collaboration. I’ll tell you why.

My neighbour and I were good

friends. When we were

growing up, he had better

grades than me. My mother

told me to focus on my studies,

forget your friend and you have

to be better than him. It was

focussing on me getting more

than him. This is how we

Indians have grown up. To

compete rather than

collaborate.”

I told him I heard what he

was saying. And went on to tell

him what we were doing in

some states to help patients. If

an oncologist can train

someone in a primary care

centre, and the diagnosis is

made there, we can try to have

an infusion centre there. We

can try to give home care, then

we can have much more

patients treated. This is what

we want to do.

The same doctor got

excited and said, “If you can do
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that here as well, I will bring 20

doctors together and we can sit

together and we help out.”

That’s when I reminded him

that he had said Indians could

never collaborate!

So India is a country where

everyone will collaborate to

help patients. The point is,

there is competitiveness, but

when it is for a good cause, all

Indians will stop everything

that they are doing and they

collaborate. The collaboration

comes with a common purpose.

This is what is extraordinary in

India.

A lot of pharma companies

have been uneasy about

patents, the data protection

laws and strive to protect

information about their

products which could be used

by generic players. What is

Roche’s view on this?

We have to see data in a much

bigger perspective. For you to

make decisions for the best

patient outcomes, general data

has to be shared. There has to

be the right data sharing policy.

For example, as a patient, I

am going to different places, I

have different treatments

during my lifetime. With my

authorisation/consent, I let it

be shared at every step. If I go

to a doctor when I am 30 years

old, and someone asks for my

primary and other data, then I

can share it with a fingerprint.

And the doctor can then make

a personalised healthcare plan

for me. And if this data can

also have information about

the health schemes I am

eligible for like ESIC or CGHS

of Ayushman Bharat, the

doctor can also tell me what is

the standard of care and

funding I can avail of.

So data has to be used and

collected in the right way with

proper consents but if we are

able to share this, then the

government can put in place

the right policies and take the

right decisions for the different

parts of India. Therefore, the

purpose of the data has to be

very clear. The best patient

outcome has to be the purpose

of all we do.

Could you tell us something

about Roche India’s The Blue

Tree programme? How many

patients are benefiting from

this programme and what is

the kind of support offered to

cancer patients and their

families during the

treatment journey, from

diagnosis till completion of

therapy? How do patients

sign up for this programme?

In 2015, in order to tackle the

range of barriers to accessing

cancer care, Roche India

developed ‘The Blue Tree’

programme which is run by a

third party. This initiative was

tailored to address the multiple

hurdles that patients

experience during the course

of their treatment. Through a

single platform, the

programme mirrors the

patient journey and enables

patients to overcome these

access hurdles – primarily

diagnosis, affordability, and

adherence.

It provides multiple

services including diagnostic

support, guidance on funding,

reimbursement,

documentation assistance,

disease information, medicine

support, medicine delivery at

home and even home infusions.

Today, The Blue Tree has

supported more than 4,900

patients, partnered with more

than 900 doctors and

increased its reach to about

590 treatment centres across

India. The length of treatment

and medical eligibility of the

patient is decided by the

treating physician as per the

medical standards in India.

Once enrolled, the programme

coordinator is in touch with the

patient and helps the patient

access the various services

available through the

programme.
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In the last two years, the number of Jan Aushadhi Kendras (JAKs) has increased from 1,080 to
5,055, along with a turnover of Rs 315 crores in 2018-19. Sachin Singh, CEO, Bureau of
Pharma Public Sector Undertakings of India (BPPI), tells Akanki Sharma about how JAKs are
growing and what's more in the store

Can you tell us how many

people have benefitted

through Jan Aushadhi

Kendras (JAKs) across India

till date? Also, how many of

these have been opened by

the government and private

organisations?

On an average, the

prescription size of a Jan

Aushadhi Kendra (JAK) in a

month is almost 250. There

are 5,500 kendras across the

country which benefit more

than two crore people. As of

now, 847 JAKs are working in

government premises (these

might be run by private

entrepreneurs too) and

around 4,700 stores are

working in private premises –

all manned and operated by

private entrepreneurs. 

Despite the dire need for

affordable medicines,

according to some media

reports, the government's

Pradhan Mantri Bhartiya

Janaushadhi Pariyojana

(PMBJP) is yet to make an

impact. Why is it so?

In the last two years, the

number of JAKs has increased

from 1,080 to 5,055. If you

compare, there is not such a

rapid growth in any other

government institution inspite

of the fact that we are taking

minimum funds from the

government. And, as far as

turnover is concerned, we

have come from Rs 4.33 crores

in 2014 to Rs 315 crores in

2018-19. For this year, we have

already crossed Rs 1.25 crores

and expect to reach a target of

about Rs 500 crores. People

are purchasing our medicines

and thus we have such a huge

turnover. Moreover, we are

making a significant impact in

terms of market sense. This is

because in India, there is a

pharma market (domestic

sales) of around Rs 1.30 lakh

crores. Out of it, there is about

seven per cent market of GMP

medicines, that is near about

Rs 8,000 crores and out of

this, we are having a target of

Rs 400 crores. So, if you

compare it with the overall

size of the market, yes, it will

take time to grow since it is

not a free-distribution

scheme. If the government

permits us to distribute

medicines free of cost, we can

distribute medicines worth 

‘By 2024, we want to have
10,000 JAKs in India

I N T E R V I E W

PMBJP is not a scheme which
you require to run for two or five
years. If one wants to run a
scheme for two, three and four
years, the government can
provide funds, but if it is forever,
one has to have a self-
sustainable model
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Rs 10,000 crores. However, we

are not distributing for free.

We have to compete with the

private players and earn our

profits. We are procuring

medicines through tenders,

earning our margin and then

selling. Nevertheless, we get

our medicines at

comparatively low cost as our

procurement is large and we

are not profiteering too. We

are just making a  margin that

can meet our expenditures. 

Talking about the quality,

we are providing better-

quality medicines as

compared to the private

sector. In India, there are

about 18,000 pharmaceutical

companies. Out of that, one-

third/one-fourth companies

are giving WHO-certified

GMP facilities and our

procurement is done via only

these one-third/one-fourth

companies. 

Can you name some of these

companies?

Cipla, Cadila, Abott, Biocon,

Wockhardt are some of the

major companies that are

supplying their products to us. 

What is the reason that you

are not able to get enough

funds from the government? 

PMBJP is not a scheme which

you require to run for two or

five years. If one wants to run

a scheme for two, three and

four years, the government

can provide funds but if it is

forever, one has to have a self-

sustainable model. The

government is providing funds

to us but that is only for

marketing, providing

incentives and media

publicity. However, for

procurement of medicines and

self-sustainability, we are

earning our own profits. We

SR.NO. COMPANY NAME DEBARRED PERIOD

From Date To Date

1 M/s Overseas Health Care Pvt. Ltd. 26-02-2019 25-02-2021

2 M/s Hanuchem Laboratories 25-02-2019 24-02-2021

3 M/s Legen Healthcare Pvt. Ltd. 31-01-2019 30-01-2021

4 M/s AMR Pharma India Private Limited 14-01-2019 13-01-2021

5 M/s Jackson Laboratories 11-01-19 10/01/21

6 M/s Osteoplast Wellness 11-12-18 10/12/20

7 M/s Mascot Health Series Pvt Ltd. 26-11-2018 25-11-2020

8 M/s Syncom Healthcare Ltd. 22-10-2018 21-10-2020

9 M/s Ravenbhel Healthcare Pvt. Ltd. 03-10-18 02/10/20

10 M/s Terrace Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd. 03-10-18 02/10/20

11 M/s Cachet Pharmaceuticals Pvt. Ltd. 24-09-2018 23-09-2020
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JAKs are creating an awareness among the minds
of citizens that medicines avaialble there are
same as their branded counterparts, and we have
also thought that in future, we will act as a catalyst
for overall reduction of drug prices

LIST OF COMPANIES DEBARRED BY BPPI FOR NOT MEETING THE QUALITY STANDARDS OF MEDICINES

Source:http://janaushadhi.gov.in



are yet to make a significant

impact, but the impact is

coming. Firstly, JAKs are

creating an awareness among

the minds of citizens that

medicines available there are

same as their branded

counterparts, and secondly,

we have thought that in future,

we will act as a catalyst for

overall reduction of drug

prices.

Do you face any challenges

regarding the procurement

of medicines at JAKs?

If I need a medicine, it takes

about six to seven months for

the tender to pass. Mujhe ek

dawa chahiye, uska tender

karne mein mujhe chheh se saat

mahine lagte hain. We need to

start our planning prior to one

year of the ending of the stock.

So, obtaining 1,000 different

kinds of medicines and

surgical devices under the

government norms is indeed a

challenge for us but we

patiently overcome it.  

What general steps are

taken to make people aware

about these stores,

especially the people in

rural areas?

We have a restricted budget of

Rs 6.5 crores for awareness

campaigns. Nevertheless, we

are using social media as a

tool. We have a large number

of followers on Facebook

where we upload a post every

day informing common people

about our initiatives. In

addition, we post messages on

WhatsApp which are sent to

JAK storekeepers, who

further inform people to keep

them updated. We are using

social media effectively by also

releasing our advertisements

daily in English as well as in

Hindi. 

Does India have any

mandatory regulations for

domestic drugs? Who takes

care of the quality of

medicines at JAKs?

There is an Indian

Pharmacopoeia (IP), and

medicines are supposed to be

manufactured according to it.

It comes in the concurrent list

of the Drugs and Cosmetics

Act. Drug inspectors of state

governments check whether

the medicines have been

manufactured as per IP or not,

while also keeping an eye on

quality parameters.

When it comes to JAKs, we

are more stringent. We check

the products on our own too

by doing random sampling.

For this, we involve NABL-

accredited independent labs.

If a company fails the test, we

blacklist it and deduct their

money. 

Have any of the companies

been blacklisted yet?

In the past six months, we

have debarred 11 companies

(see the table) and one firm

named Athens Life Sciences

has been blacklisted from

January 31, 2019 to January

30, 2024. The details of the

same are given on our

website. 

What's next in the pipeline?

Our target is to cover all the

districts of India by the end of

this year. Currently, we have

JAKs in 684 districts out of a

total of 723 districts. Also, by

2024, we want to have 10,000

jan aushadhi stores with a

turnover of Rs 10,000 crores

per annum. 

akanki.sharma@expressindia.com
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R
ising competition

among pharmaceutical

players in the devel-

oped markets along with 

increasing isolationist trade

policies by the US, is an 

indication for pharma payers

to focus more on the emerging

markets. 

As a result, India Pharma

Inc needs to look at newer

markets to continue its growth

trajectory. And, many believe

that China, the second-largest

drug market, could be the next

land of opportunity as health-

care services in China is likely

to see an overhaul with rising

ageing population, cancer, 

obesity, COPD and high blood

pressure. 

According to GlobalData 

estimates, the Chinese

pharma market is expected to

grow from nearly $132 billion

in 2018 to more than $209 bil-

lion by 2022 at a CAGR of 12

per cent. 

Moreover, with policies like

Made in China 2025 and

Healthy China 2030, the Chi-

nese are also trying to attract

foreign companies to its soil to

set up their base in the coun-

try. These measures are 

attracting global players, 

including India. 

Companies like Dr Reddy’s,

Sun Pharmaceuticals, Cipla,

Strides Pharma, Aurobindo

Pharma, Piramal Enterprises,

Wockhardt, Alembic, NATCO

Granules India, Claris Life-

sciences, Syngene Interna-

tional, Ecron Acunova, 

Epsilon Clinical Research,

KlinEra Corp India, SIRO

Clinpharm, have already 

established its presence in

China either in the form 

of joint venture (JV) or 

independent manufacturing

capabilities. 

Giving an overview of 

the market conditions, Anil

Khanna, Partner, Wisdom-

smith Advisors says, “The

China – US trade war has

opened an opportunity for the

Indian companies to explore

the Chinese market, wherein

Indian export is very miniscule

(not even $200 million). Sus-

tained pricing pressure in the

US market and US FDA giving

priority approvals to ANDAs in

the categories with lower com-

petition, have reduced the ex-

clusive period duration for

commanding the pricing pre-

mium. Recent measures like

Competitive Generic Therapy

(CGT), which encourages more

generic R&D investments 

in off-patent drugs and sharp

decline in the approval 

timelines for generic ANDAs

approval, with further decline

in offing, are some of the rea-

sons for Indian firms to venture

into the China market."

Likewise, China’s recently

revised drug law, which re-

moves drugs that are legal in

foreign countries but not ap-

proved in China from the cat-

egory of fake medicines, will

also allow entry of Indian

generic medicines in the coun-

try, thereby strengthening 

India Pharma Inc’s foothold .

Vijay Charlu, Vice Presi-

dent, Corona Remedies 

informs, “Out-of-pocket and

private insurance healthcare

payments rose steadily from

2007 at a CAGR of 13.5 per

cent. Many multi-national

players who have regarded

China only as a source of raw

materials or research are now

contemplating an entry into

the Chinese market. Others

who have previously entered

the market through joint ven-

tures with Chinese companies

and research institutes are

now ready to ramp up their

growth through drug licensing

and acquisitions."

Evolving regulations
China has also taken a number

of regulatory developments to

enable fast track approvals of

differentiated high-quality

generic drugs.  These will have

an impact on the Indian

pharma players trying to 

venture into the China market. 

As Charlu says, “As part 

of China's 2018 government

administration overhaul, the

name of China Food and Drug

Administration was changed

to 'National Medical Products

Administration' and merged

into the newly-created state

administration for market reg-

ulation to further optimise the

medicine registration and ap-

proval process. Two months

later, another guideline was is-

sued on overseas clinical trials

where innovative drugs are

developed synchronously at

home and abroad. Introduc-

tion of the two new policies is

regarded as a symbol of fur-

ther opening up the import

market and generic drugs

from India are likely to be ben-

efitted.” 

Peter Shapiro, Senior Di-

rector, Drugs and Business

Fundamentals Healthcare,

GlobalData informs, “In the

recent past, China has intro-

duced regulatory reforms

such as the reduction of ap-

proval timelines and promot-

ing cheaper generics usage

through bulk procurement

scheme. It will help foreign

companies, especially the 

Indian companies, which are

more likely to provide cheaper

generics to grow their 

business in China. It will be

mutually beneficial to both 

India and China. Indian

pharma companies can 

increase their business in the

region besides helping the 

Chinese healthcare to benefit

from the lower drug prices

and healthcare expenditure.”

Shapiro also highlights,

“Creation of the National Med-

ical Products Administration

have encouraged generic

pharma companies to mark its

presence in the country by im-

proving the speed of regula-

tory approvals and enhancing

reimbursement plans for

generics”

He further informs, “This

includes the ability of Chinese

drugs to be produced by a

company other than the 

Market Authorization Holder,

leading to the possibility of a

domestic contract manufac-

turing industry. However, re-

strictions requiring the final

dose to be manufactured do-

mestically in China exists.

This requires Indian pharma

companies to find local part-

ners. Sun Pharmaceutical In-

dustries and Cipla are enter-

ing China through local

partnerships, as they seek new

markets to sell their generic

drugs.”

Upadhye opines, “The 

government’s steps to reform

the healthcare sector by expe-

diting the pace of approvals 

Vijay Charlu
Vice President,
Corona Remedies

Peter Shapiro
Senior Director, Drugs and Business
Fundamentals Healthcare, GlobalData

Anil Khanna
Partner,
Wisdomsmith Advisors

Kedar Upadhye
Global CFO,
Cipla
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by the regulatory board and 

offering better reimbursement

plans for generics has made

China an attractive opportu-

nity for Indian generics 

companies.” 

He further elaborates,

“China has recently rolled out

various policies that encour-

age the use of generics, which

has proved beneficial for sev-

eral companies entering the

Chinese market.”

Khanna too highlights,

“New regulations in China,

which talks about fast-track

approvals for products cleared

by the US Food and Drug Ad-

ministration, could help Indian

companies secure a foothold in

the market. Further, EU-ap-

proved Indian suppliers can be

granted the industrial drug li-

cense in an expeditious man-

ner so they can enter the Chi-

nese market within six

months.”

The story so far  
India has been approaching

China for a long period of time

to open up its pharma market,

which is facing pricing issues

due to the rising incidence 

of cancer. Earlier, Executive 

Director of the Pharmaceuti-

cals Export Promotion Coun-

cil (Pharmexcil) of India had

also stressed on initiating at-

tempts to make formulations

exports to China.

Regulators from both the

countries recently met in

Shanghai to find a suitable 

solution and to remove the

roadblocks. Charlu informs,

“Post high-level meeting of

heads of the country last year,

China has begun importing of

rice, sugar and soybean from

India, but there was no break-

through on the pharma front,

which is regarded as a 'big

ticket' item. In the same meet-

ing, India insisted that China

should seriously consider im-

porting more Indian drugs

which are in demand from 

various countries including

the US.”

Moreover, rising cost of

healthcare has become a

serious issue in China and a

movie named 'Dying to

Survive' was filmed based on

the real-life story of Lu Yong,

a Chinese leukemia patient 

who smuggled cheap but 

unproven cancer medicine

from India for 1,000 Chinese

cancer sufferers in 2004. The 

film showcased the need 

for more accessibility and 

affordability of medicines. 

Upadhye says, “There was

a lot of pop-culture-driven em-

phasis on the need for afford-

able generics after the release

of 'Dying to Survive' last year.

Healthy China 2030, the pub-

lic health plan proposed by the

government, is receiving much

added attention to speed up

modern healthcare uptake in

the country, which includes

new medicines.”

And India as one of the ma-

jor providers of affordable

medicines, is well poised to

leverage this opportunity. 

Growth potential galore
Khanna informs, “Antibiotics

and respiratory are 

the two key therapies which

companies are focusing on.

The antibiotics market in

China is double that of the US

by value and is 25 times bigger

in volumes. Respiratory is also

another big category thanks to

higher pollution levels in ur-

ban China. In addition to these

therapies, anti-cancer therapy

is also under focus. A few

months back, China exempted

import tariffs on 28 drugs, 

including all cancer drugs.”

Charlu says, “The Chinese

government is under huge

pressure from its public for

high price of cancer and other

generic drugs. No country can

give such pricing benefits

other than India along with

quality, which is well known to

China as well.”

Adding more insights on

the growth opportunities in

China, Upadhye says, “Some

time back, China’s FDA out-

lined a plan to effect priority

review for early generics,

novel drugs for serious ill-

nesses, products in short sup-

ply and medicines that have

been approved in the US and

European Union, or are under-

going review in these 

regions. At Cipla, while our

core home markets remain

our current growth anchors,

we see China as a crucial part

of our future roadmap, where

our primary focus shall re-

main on producing respiratory 

products.”

He continues, “Considering

President Xi Jinping’s vision to

foster local manufacturing of

medicines, consequent steps

taken by the regulatory body

to take this forward and create

more opportunities for compa-

nies building the industry

there, it is an excellent time to

leverage the growth tide and

grow along with the country.

And given the size of the mar-

ket and relevance of the indus-

try, pharma will continue to

play a significant role in

China’s manufacturing goals,

as laid down in 'Made in China

2025'."

So, what does it comprise

and what does it offer 

Indian companies. 

Made in China 2025
Made in China 2025 is a 

strategic plan issued by 

Chinese Premier Li Keqiang

and his cabinet in May 2015.

President Xi Jinping in order 

to counter the country's 

dependency on foreign drug

imports and to tap the rev-

enue generated by the Chi-

nese market, felt the urge to

reinvest in the pharma sector

with an emphasis on research

and development capabilities.

Charlu while emphasising

on the government's goal 

behind the launch of the

'Made in China 2025' says,

“The set goal was to increase

Chinese domestic core con-

tent from 40 per cent by 2020

to 70 per cent in year the

2025. Along with automobiles

and other industrial sector,

the pharma sector was also

included in the blueprint."

Shapiro says, “China is lag-

ging in innovative bio/ pharma

market as its previous focus

was on generics. With recent

changes, the country is trying

Source: CII – Evalueserve  Report on Business Climate for Indian Companies in China 
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to attract leading global 

players to start or extend their

R&D efforts within China as

well. With 'Made in China

2025', the emphasis is on inno-

vation within the pharma in-

dustry to bring more locally

produced innovative drugs to

the market. China has been ac-

tively courting the return of

highly-skilled American and

Canadian scientists of Chinese

origin, who are colloquially re-

ferred to as Sea Turtles or

“Haigui”. American and Cana-

dian citizens who were born in

China or are of Chinese origin

make up a sizeable percentage

of the leadership of the 

current Chinese biotech 

industry.” 

Shapiro further says,

“There is a concern that has

been publicly expressed, by

industry luminaries as former

US NIH chief and head of

Global R&D at Sanofi, Elias

Zerhouni mentioned that re-

cent restrictions on immigra-

tion to the US paired with

first time enforcement of In-

tellectual Property and gov-

ernment funding rules for sci-

entists with foreign

laboratories will further accel-

erate the exit of these “sea

turtles” and weaken the US

Bio/Pharma industry.”

The possible talents are

not only restricted to come

from the western/ developed

world, in fact China is already

in the process of building an

ecosystem and ready for such

collaborations from India as

well. China’s 'Made in China

2025' strategy has provoked a

backlash from the US and

contributed to the ongoing

US-China trade war. As

Shapiro points out, “Although

the US recently decided

against imposing tariffs on

Chinese pharma imports in

response, China’s strategy ap-

pears to have been one of the

drivers for US Congress giv-

ing greater powers to The

Committee on Foreign Invest-

ment in the United States

(CFIUS). While the act em-

powering CFIUS did not men-

tion China by name, experts

believe China’s five-year de-

velopment plan and its

biotech growth plans gener-

ally gave the impetus to ex-

pand the powers of the US

committee that is authorised

to review transactions that

could result in foreign control

of a US business and to block

the deals in the name of na-

tional security (see Emerging

Markets Outsourcing Report,

January 2019). In turn, CFIUS

threatens to limit Chinese in-

vestment in US pharma.”

Scope for innovation
Khanna says, “In the recent

times, China has developed

strong R&D capabilities. The

country has a robust venture

capital ecosystem dedicated

to supporting pharma R&D;

next only to the US in terms of

active funds and monthly

deals. In fact, Indian compa-

nies seem to be heading to

China to tap the latter’s R&D

expertise. The R&D arm of

Sun Pharma – Sun Pharma

Advanced Research Company

(SPARC) – entered into re-

search collaboration with a

Chinese firm Hitgen in

March’19. Under this collabo-

ration, HitGen will apply its

advanced technology plat-

form, based on DNA-encoded

library design, synthesis and

screening, to discover novel

leads for SPARC.”

Since the Indian govern-

ment and other associated

bodies are stressing on har-

nessing the trade relationship

between India and China, how

much scope does the market

have?

Trade opportunities
In the past it has been ob-

served that a majority of the

Indian pharma companies

were eyeing the US market.

However, with changing

times, both China and the US

markets, have become the key

markets. 

The Indian pharma indus-

try which caters to nearly 50

per cent of the global pharma

demand is now gearing up

themselves to optimise the 

rising trade opportunities in

China. India, a global leader in

supplying the generic drugs is

largely importing intermedi-

ates and APIs in huge quan-

tity from China. However, it

still enjoys the leadership in

the formulation space. 

Like India, China too has

low the cost advantage and

growing number of aging pop-

ulation.Though Indian

pharma companies have suc-

cessfully established their

presence in the highly regu-

lated markets in the US, com-

panies now need to explore

the Chinese markets as well.

However, the recent growth of

the Chinese capital markets

has given Chinese pharma

funding to in-license technolo-

gies from western companies.

This wealth paired with lim-

ited expertise in valuation has

yielded unusually high deal

valuations. 

So, is it likely to hurt In-

dia’s foray into the Chinese

market?

Khanna explains, “China,

primarily supported and

funded by the government, is

focussing on either buying

pharma companies in the US,

or in-licensing the unique

drugs, or buying the global

rights. China is aggressively

pursuing it and on an average

doing two such deals every

month. Indian pharma com-

panies are unlikely to 

benefit much from this 

programme.”

“The Chinese government

and pharma companies are

focussing on high-end

pharma markets. The Indian

companies are still focussed

on the branded generics,

hence there is no overlap 

between the Chinese and 

Indian companies focus,” he

reassures.

Agreeing with Khanna,

Shapiro says, “There is no

threat to Indian pharma econ-

omy looking at the current

scenario. The Indian pharma

industry is heavily dependent

on Active Pharmaceutical In-

gredients (API). China has

been a leader in fine chemical

intermediates, which are

needed to produce these APIs.

Both India and China are in-

terested in developing higher

value biological API markets

but have only done so in select

regions of both countries and

by a few companies.

Strengthening 
relationships
In order to correct the trade

imbalance, China is also will-

ing to open its market for the

Indian pharma companies, by

collaborating with Indian gov-

ernment and institutions.

Thus, China does seem to be

the gateway for progress as

far as India Pharma Inc is

concerned. 

But, only time will reveal

whether China can deliver on

the promise of accelerated

growth for Indian pharma

manufacturers. 

u.sharma@expressindia.com

CII and Evalueserve recently launched the second edition of the survey of Indian companies in China, titled
'Business Climate for Indian Companies in China', a survey-based report on investments and operations

of 57 Indian companies in China.The survey released this July provides insights into respondents’ locations,
business activities, investments and performance and includes five Indian pharma companies under the
Healthcare category. Of the 12 sectors represented in the survey, healthcare/pharma made up nine per cent
of respondents.

While the presenters caution that the survey report is a snapshot of opinions at a certain point of time and
more long term data collection will be necessary to glean in-depth insights, the results do point to certain
realities. Quality of products and services’continues to be a key success factor in China while internal and
external challenges faced by companies continue to be the same, including rising labour cost, fierce
competition and finding and retaining talent.

More than 70 per cent respondents consider Pricing as a major advantage that Chinese competitors have,
in comparison with Indian companies. Other advantages are Local Knowledge and Reach (68 per cent),
Marketing and Sales (60 per cent) and Cost Advantage (60 per cent).

40 per cent respondents from pharma/healthcare, IT&BPO, and consumer goods companies said that
their 2018 revenue was substantially higher (>10 per cent vs. 2017). However there is a moderation of growth
expectations for the current fiscal with only half (20 per cent) from pharma/healthcare expecting >10 per
cent increase in revenue in 2019 (compared with 2018).

Similarly, 20 per cent pharma respondents expect to increase investments in 2019 while the remaining
expect it to stay the same. In comparison, the numbers and sentiment is reversed for the IT&BPO sector.The
plans of three chemicals companies are slightly better, with 33 per cent expecting to increase investments,
while the rest expecting investment levels to stay the same.

In terms of profitability by years in business and industry, 60 per cent of the pharma respondents say that
their China operations are are profitable, while for the rest, operations are either breakeven, loss, and
substantial loss (0 per cent or less than 0 per cent profit)

40 per cent of the Indian pharma companies in China reported an increase in EBIT (2018 as compared to
2017), while 20 per cent remained the same, and for the rest it was not applicable as the time was too less.

Source: CII – Evalueserve  Report on Business Climate for Indian Companies in China 
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T
he third wave of the In-

dustrial Revolution, or

Industry 3.0, saw com-

puters completely disrupting

the manufacturing sector. They

heralded a faster pace of au-

tomation of production and

processes using computer

chips controlled by PLCs to

RFID for tracking and monitor-

ing operations. This disruption

continues as Industry 4.0 opti-

mises the computerisation of

the third wave, with automa-

tion and data exchange in man-

ufacturing technologies

through cyber-physical sys-

tems, IoT (Internet of Things),

cloud and cognitive computing.

Smart machines will continue

to get smarter as they get ac-

cess to more data making our

factories even more efficient

than before. 

One key aspect of this

fourth wave disruption is ro-

botics. Once only available to

large corporations with deep

pockets, robotics has become

not only affordable but even

commonplace. Over the years,

we have seen robots move from

page and screen to become fix-

tures in factories and ware-

houses and even our personal

lives. From picking products at

a warehouse and getting them

ready to ship to tiny home ro-

bots that clean our floors and

drive our cars, robots are an

undeniable reality. 

In pharma also we’ve come

a long way from embedded

computer chips controlled by a

computer or a PLC (Program-

mable Logic Controller). Most

filling and sealing units have

automatic cartonators and in-

spection units inbuilt. Even

packing for shipping is auto-

mated. Automation extends to

manufacturing operations like

scooping ingredients, weighing,

mixing, granulating using

PLCs. Actions are automati-

cally recorded, ensuring data -

so vital to the pharma manu-

facturing industry — is auto-

matically captured as the batch

progresses. Today a manufac-

turer’s appetite alone defines

the level and complexity of auto-

mated processes. 

Regulators like the US FDA

have also upped the ante de-

manding validation of these

computers and PLCs to ensure

they adhere to GMP principles

and cannot be manipulated. 

With automation becoming

central to pharma manufactur-

ing, minimising workload and

maintaining higher levels of ac-

curacy, robotics offers the next

wave of transformation. An

added benefit is that every-

thing a robot does can be auto-

matically accounted for and im-

mediately verified.

In pharma engineering, ro-

botics is the use of automated

systems including sensors, an

intelligent algorithm and an ac-

tuator. Generally, robots used

in pharma engineering fall into

two broad main categories —

arm robots and parallel robots.

Arm robots structurally resem-

ble the human arm and are

generally used for pick-and-

place functions. Parallel robots

involve a platform mounted on

legs and are more precise.

Apart from all other consid-

erations like efficiency and in-

creased productivity, the eco-

nomic benefits of

implementing robotic systems

too are worthy of considera-

tion. Like most technology, the

cost of robots is steadily de-

creasing. Any business person

can see the fiscal advantages in

replacing outdated, slow or ob-

solete equipment with robotic

components that offer automa-

tion with flexibility and sustain-

ability.

Industry growth, coupled

with high costs of new drug

discovery, means the demand

for robotics in clinical trials

and drug discovery and even

in the laboratory is growing

exponentially. Big Pharma is

making massive investments

in AI, as made evident by

GSK’s deal in 2018 with British

AI firm, Exscientia. This de-

mand can change the face of

drug development by radically

speeding up the drug discov-

ery process and helping pa-

tients in urgent need of spe-

cialist treatments.

Robots are equally of value

in areas where humans are at

risk like potentially hazardous

settings, biological dangers, ra-

dioactive contamination, and

toxic chemotherapy com-

pounds. 

Reducing human labour by

using pharmaceutical robotic

machines also brings manufac-

turing costs down. These ma-

chines can work three to four

times faster than humans, and

they can work in three shifts.

Reducing production costs will

help companies raise long-term

ROI and drive down end-user

costs of these products, making

them more affordable.

The pharma engineering

sector in India though urgently

needs to reinvent itself to avoid

being swept away by the trans-

formative wave of robotics. Ro-

botics and AI present a vast op-

portunity to minimise human

error and improve operational

efficiency. Pharma engineering

companies in India must be-

come flagbearers of the next

phase of evolution rather than

reluctant adopters struggling

to catch up. The world over,

across industries, we are see-

ing how companies are using

robots to improve efficiencies

in their production capacities.

Errors and mistakes are being

minimised, almost nullified,

and human workers are up-

skilling to move from simple

manual operators to modern-

day workers who embrace

technology.

Even in India, there are

startups revolutionising logis-

tics and information dissemina-

tion and mechanical operations

using robotics. There are ro-

botics innovations aimed at in-

creasing factory efficiencies.

The use of robots across appli-

cations in India is actually

growing at twice the global

rate. Robots are already active,

large-scale components of the

workforce in industries as di-

verse as automobiles and IT

and sanitation.

Is automation in all seg-

ments the future in countries

like India where unemploy-

ment is still rife, and labour is

abundant and abundantly

cheap? Could robots take jobs?

The answer is a resounding

YES! The World Economic Fo-

rum released a Future of Jobs

study, which predicted a loss

of 5 million jobs to artificial in-

telligence, robotics, nanotech-

nology and other socio-eco-

nomic factors. The study came

with good news too, stating

that these technological ad-

vances will also create more

than 2 million new jobs. It is no

longer a matter of debate

whether robotics will change

workplace dynamics. What’s

up for debate is how compa-

nies and governments make

use of the advantages of robot-

ics without making human

workers redundant. The fu-

ture of the workforce doesn’t

need to be robots facing off

against humans. Instead it can

be humans supported by ro-

bots to work faster and better

and more efficiently. This is

especially true in a country

like India, where the emerging

workforce is still young and

eager to learn and compete in a

global economy.

What this demands though

is an investment — of time and

money — in urgent reskilling.

Manual and clerical workers

who find themselves out of

work are unlikely to immedi-

ately have the skills needed to

compete for the new roles.

Most new jobs will be in more

specialised areas such as com-

puting, mathematics, architec-

ture and engineering. Govern-

ments and employers in every

sector are being urged to re-

train and reskill workers to

avoid a crisis. 

In India, there is already a

desperate and urgent call for

reskilling. Without imparting

the skills workers will need to

take advantage of the innova-

tions offered by robotics, indus-

try will not be able to reap all

the benefits on offer. Skilling

for this upcoming future also

demands an overhaul of our ed-

ucation system. Rote learning

does not impart skills like criti-

cal thinking, creativity and lat-

eral thinking that will be

needed in a world where our

colleagues on the shop floor

won't necessarily always be 

human.

The future of pharma engineering in the age of robots
Ashwani Singh, Senior Vice President - Corporate & Strategy, Fabtech Technologies
International, elaborates on how smart machines will continue to get smarter as they get access
to more data making factories even more efficient than before
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Vanta Bioscience (VBS), a full-service GLP-certified preclinical contract research
organisation, offers complete toxicology studies, right from screening of ingredients to
establish the 'inherent' toxicity of the formulations. Dopesh Raja Mulakala, Managing
Director, Vanta Bio Science, talks more about its clinical research projects and the company's
growth story in India, in an interaction with Sanjiv Das

Tell us about the toxicology

evaluation services that you

offer to pharma companies.

How will they help improve

their clinical research

projects?

VBS offers complete

toxicology studies right from

screening of ingredients to

establish the 'inherent'

toxicity of the formulations.

Our services include acute

toxicity, skin/eye irritancy,

skin sensitisation,

reproductive toxicity and

genotoxicity or carcinogenic

activity. Partnering with us

helps formulators quickly and

effectively screen through

thousands of compounds to

arrive at potential ingredients

for the next steps in

development. Our highly

experienced team offers

efficient screening processes

to help our partners reach

their goal faster and more

economically.

Starting October this year,

VBS, through its subsidiary

Vayam Research Solutions

will start offering a greater

basket of services, including

clinical services, to its

esteemed clients. 

Where does India stand

when it comes to investing in

clinical research?

Despite having 18 per cent of

the world’s population, India

has a very meagre share of the

world clinical trials (~ 1.5 per

cent). Despite having the

necessary infrastructure and

technical capabilities to

handle a much larger volume

of trials, one of the main

reasons for this abysmal

figure is the stringent

regulatory environment that

exists today. This has caused

many big pharma companies

to look towards other

countries to carry out their

research.

What are your growth plans

for the next five years? Do

you plan to open new

facilities in India and

abroad?

Over the next five years, VBS

and its subsidiaries are

expected to have robust

growth; primarily due to its

existing client base and the

technical capabilities of the

team. The current facilities

will cater to our growing

needs until 2021, beyond

which the facilities will be

expanded domestically.

Internationally, VBS will

primarily be represented in

markets through partners like

Hongkong Thinkway etc. We

will begin international

marketing offices after 2021,

subject to market

requirements.

Who are your major clients

and which sectors are you

catering to?

Our clients include several

large MNCs, both Indian and

overseas from the pharma,

agrochem and medical devices

sectors. 

The company has tied with

Hongkong ThinkWay

Trading to expand its

business in China. Tell us

more about the deal? Any

other significant deals in the

offing?

HongKong Thinkway has been

chosen to be our

representative and technical

partner for services in the

Peoples Republic of China.

Thinkway works as the official

marketing representative of

VBS, promoting our services

and also scouting for possible

technical collaborations with

various Chinese companies.

We primarily support such

companies by providing

toxicology evaluation services,

aimed at regulated markets

like Europe, the US, Brazil,

Japan etc. Owing to our past

experience in submissions

made to these regulatory

bodies and the successful

acceptance of these studies,

VBS has quickly become the

partner of choice for many of

these companies. Going

forward, Thinkway will be

considered for other Asian

markets as well.

Tell us about your research

pipeline.

The scientific team at VBS is

constantly striving to enhance

our offerings to our clients in

line with the changing global

regulatory scenario.

Consequently, we have

developed many new testing

methods; alternatives to

animal testing, newer

capabilities etc. We are also in

the process of accreditation

for ISO 17025 by the NABL,

which will help us expand our

service offerings to the

medical devices industry,

which is currently witnessing

major regulatory changes,

both domestically and

internationally.

sanjiv.das@expressindia.com

Our efficient screening processes
help our partners to reach their
goal faster and economically

I N T E R V I E W
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B
&R will present cutting-

edge technology and so-

lutions enabling smart

manufacturing at Automation

Expo 2019 in Mumbai, from 

September 25 to 28. B&R’s inno-

vative solutions enabling Indian

OEMs, factories, MSMEs,

SMEs for Industry 4.0 readiness

will be on display at the booth

Hall 1, Stall S1.

Today’s manufacturing in-

dustry requires high-perform-

ance automation solution and

places high demands on im-

provement of overall efficiency

across the board. At the expo,

B&R will highlight its unique

machine vision system, a solu-

tion enabling machine builders

to seamlessly integrate vision

application in existing automa-

tion systems. The portfolio in-

cludes intelligent cameras, qual-

ity lenses, flexible lighting and

powerful image processing algo-

rithms. The flexible and versa-

tile machine vision solution will

be used in product inspection

and position detection; raw ma-

terial, quality, process and label

inspection; presence check; posi-

tion detection; and registration

mark inspection to achieve high-

est quality and efficacy. 

OEMs and manufacturers

are searching for flexible, re-

sponsive manufacturing solu-

tions to achieve smaller batch

sizes with frequent and quick

changeovers. Visitors at the

expo can experience a revolu-

tion in product transport for

adaptive manufacturing, which

offers unmatched dimensions of

flexibility and usability. B&R’s

SuperTrak and ACOPOStrak

redefines production economics

and equipment effectiveness. Its

unique design delivers decisive

technological advantages for

adaptive, connected manufac-

turing by producing small

batches efficiently and benefit

from higher margins in person-

alised products.

Edge architectures from

B&R make life easy for factory

operators and plant owners by

providing a variety of options

tailored to their requirements.

Edge Connect allows them to

gather data directly from sen-

sors and actuators in the field,

which can then be shared se-

curely with any cloud platform

using the open-source OPC UA

protocol – making it the easiest

way to collect data from the

field. Edge Embedded goes a

step further, providing basic in-

telligence, trends, reporting,

data aggregation and the possi-

bility of viewing data locally on

the shop floor. Edge Controller

provides factories with compre-

hensive on-site analytics, busi-

ness intelligence and machine

learning – giving them full con-

trol of their data. Edge Embed-

ded and Edge Controller can

also be equipped with energy

and condition monitoring tools.

Edge architectures from B&R

are the perfect way to begin the

transformation toward the

smart, connected factories of

the future.

EP News Bureau

B&R to present advanced automation
technologies at Automation Expo 2019
At the expo, B&R will highlights its unique machine vision system, a solution enabling machine
builders to seamlessly integrate vision application in existing automation systems

BASF, SOLVAY and Domo

Chemicals agreed that Domo

will acquire the European PA6.6

business from Solvay. This

transaction is targeted to close

by the end of 2019 and remains

subject to the approval of the rel-

evant competition authorities.

BASF will acquire the global,

non-European PA6.6 business

from Solvay including its 50 per

cent share in Butachimie’s

adipodinitrile (ADN) production

according to the agreement

signed in September 2017. Sub-

ject to the approval of the trans-

action between Domo and

Solvay and final approval of the

relevant competition authorities,

the transaction between BASF

and Solvay is also targeted to

close by the end of 2019.

The intended acquisition by

BASF now comprises a total of

eight production sites in Ger-

many, France, China, India,

South Korea, Brazil and Mexico.

In France, BASF and Domo will

also enter into a joint venture to

produce adipic acid. Further-

more, three research and devel-

opment centres in South Korea,

China and Brazil and six techni-

cal consultation centres in Asia

as well as in North and South

America will be transferred

from Solvay to BASF.

The purchase price to be

paid by BASF on a cash and

debt-free basis would amount to

€1.3 billion. Solvay’s businesses

to be acquired by BASF gener-

ated sales of around €1.0 billion

in 2018. At closing, approxi-

mately 700 Solvay employees

will move to BASF. The intended

joint venture between BASF and

Domo in France will employ ap-

proximately 650 employees.

BASF is planning to integrate

the businesses into its

Monomers and Performance

Materials divisions.

With this transaction, BASF

will benefit from improved ac-

cess to important growth mar-

kets in Asia and South America,

enabling the company to im-

prove the close collaboration

with local customers. BASF’s

product pipeline and product

portfolio of engineering plastics

will be enhanced as well, which

will strengthen the position of

the company as a provider of in-

novative solutions for the trans-

port, construction and con-

sumer goods industries, among

others. Through the backward

integration into important raw

materials such as adipodinitrile

(ADN), BASF will be present

along the entire value chain for

polyamide 6.6 and be able to fur-

ther increase the capacities to

produce polymers.

With its expertise in polymer

chemistry, R&D-capabilities and

its commitment in developing

excipients, BASF creates solu-

tions for Instant & Modified Re-

lease, Solubilization, Skin-Deliv-

ery and Softgels. BASF offers a

variety of chemical raw materi-

als including building blocks,

reagents, boranes as well as al-

coholates, protective-groups,

solvents and high-purity iron

salts to meet the specific needs

of API-production. The Cata-

lysts portfolio includes fine-

chemical catalysts and a full loop

of metals-management services.

With its human nutrition solu-

tions, BASF offers a broad port-

folio for consumers’ needs, in-

cluding vitamins, carotenoids,

plant sterols, emulsifiers and

omega-3.

EP News Bureau

BASF, Solvay, Domo Chemicals in agreement
The intended joint venture between BASF and Domo in France will employ around 650 employees
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INDUSTRIAL WORKERS can now

more easily use the data from their equip-

ment to help predict production issues

and improve processes with their exist-

ing automation and control skill set. The

new FactoryTalk Analytics LogixAI mod-

ule, formerly known as Project Sherlock,

uses artificial intelligence (AI) to detect

production anomalies and alert workers

so they can investigate or intervene, as

necessary.

Many existing analytics technologies

require deep expertise in both data sci-

ence and industrial processes. But this

add-on module for ControlLogix con-

trollers helps to reduce that burden by

doing the job of a data scientist. It fits di-

rectly into a control chassis and streams

controller data over the backplane to

build predictive models. It can continu-

ously monitor a production operation, de-

tecting anomalies against its derived un-

derstanding. 

“The FactoryTalk Analytics LogixAI

module makes predictive analytics more

accessible to help more workers make

better production decisions,” said

Jonathan Wise, Product Manager, Rock-

well Automation. “The module learns

your ControlLogix application and tells

operators and technicians when things

are changing in unexpected ways. This

can help them get ahead of product qual-

ity issues and protect process integrity.”

For example, the module can help op-

erators spot performance deviations in

equipment like mixers that could affect

product quality or lead to downtime. It

can also be used as a virtual sensor. In-

stead of workers taking a reading, like the

humidity of a packaged food product, the

module can analyse variables from line

assets like sprayers, dryers and burners

to predict a measurement, virtually.

“Factory Talk Analytics LogixAI has

positive implications for Indian busi-

nesses in any sector,” said Dilip Sawhney,

MD, Rockwell Automation India. “By pro-

viding guidance based on available data,

it will enable operators to help to ensure

smooth running of processes or machin-

ery. Our customers can empower employ-

ees to troubleshoot and solve problems as

they arise or even before, reducing down-

time and ultimately contributing posi-

tively to the company’s bottom line.”

Workers can then be notified of prob-

lems by configuring alarms on a human

machine interface (HMI) or dashboard.

Future features of the module will go fur-

ther, helping workers focus their prob-

lem-solving or automate the optimisation

of a process. 

The FactoryTalk Analytics LogixAI

module is the newest addition to the Fac-

toryTalk Analytics platform from Rock-

well Automation. The platform includes

FactoryTalk Analytics for Devices, which

learns about an automation system’s

structure to tell workers about problems

with individual devices. The LogixAI

module expands on this by learning about

an automation system’s application and

helping identify anomalies with its over-

all function. Both products work individu-

ally, but each will benefit the other in fu-

ture iterations. The FactoryTalk

Analytics platform aggregates multiple

sources of data, so workers can discover

new insights. FactoryTalk Analytics for

Devices and the LogixAI module will both

be data sources for the platform going for-

ward.

EP News Bureau

Rockwell Automation
releases AI Module to improve
industrial production
New AI module to ease decision-making for Indian
manufacturers by providing predictive analytics
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BAYER AND LANXESS have

sold their stakes in the chemical

park operator Currenta to funds

managed by Macquarie Infra-

structure and Real Assets

(MIRA), the world’s largest in-

frastructure investor. Both com-

panies signed corresponding

agreements recently. The trans-

action still requires the approval

of the responsible authorities.

Currenta manages and operates

infrastructure, energy supply

and other essential services

across the chemical parks in

Leverkusen, Dormagen and

Krefeld-Uerdingen and is cur-

rently a joint venture of Bayer

(60 per cent) and LANXESS (40

per cent). Currenta, including a

transferred real estate portfolio

by Bayer, is valued with a total

enterprise value of EUR 3.5 bil-

lion before deduction of net debt

and pension obligations.

“We are delighted to an-

nounce that in MIRA, the

world’s leading infrastructure

asset manager, we have found

the right partner to drive the

successful development of Cur-

renta while leveraging its inter-

national expertise,” said Dr

Hartmut Klusik, Member of the

Board of Management and La-

bor Director of Bayer. 

Bayer’s 60 per cent stake in

Currenta has an equity value of

approximately EUR 1.17 billion

(after deduction of net debt and

pension obligations). In addition,

in order to strengthen the Cur-

renta Group, Bayer is selling to

it an extensive package of real

estate and infrastructure for

EUR 180 million.

Bayer had announced in No-

vember 2018 that it was looking

to sell its stake in Currenta. The

main reasons behind this are

that Bayer’s position as a

Chempark customer has

changed following the carve-out

of Covestro and that Bayer has

stepped up its focus on its core

activities. Bayer expects its part

of the transaction to close in the

fourth quarter of 2019.

LANXESS as one of 

Currenta’s main customers will

provide MIRA with operational

support during the transition

phase and will therefore con-

tinue to hold its stake in Cur-

renta for several months longer.

Thus, the company expects its

transaction to be completed by

the end of April 2020. The 40 per

cent stake of Currenta held by

LANXESS accounts for an eq-

uity value (after deduction of net

debt and pensions) of approxi-

mately EUR 780 million pre tax.

In addition, LANXESS is enti-

tled to a profit participation until

completion of the transaction.

Moreover, LANXESS has

reached an agreement with

MIRA on service and supply

contracts for the three sites in

Leverkusen, Dormagen and

Krefeld which will initially run

for 10 years. LANXESS operates

a significant portion of its global

production facilities there.

EP News Bureau

Bayer and LANXESS to sell their stakes in Currenta
to Macquarie Infrastructure and Real Assets
Currenta valued with an attractive enterprise value of EUR 3.5 billion (100 per cent)

LANXESS IS on track despite the weaker economy and
geopolitical uncertainties and can look back on a stable second
quarter.EBITDApre exceptionals declined only slightly by 1.4
per cent to EUR 286 million,nearly reaching the figure of the
strong prior-year quarter of EUR 290 million.

Due in particular to the weak demand from the automotive
industry,sales volumes declined in the engineering materials
and specialty additives segments. In addition,earnings were
burdened by a weak chrome ore business.However,this
development was nearly offset by the company’s stable
portfolio and advantageous exchange-rate effects,especially
from the strong dollar.The EBITDAmargin pre exceptionals
remained stable at 15.8 per cent after 15.9 per cent in the prior-
year quarter.

“Our strategic transformation and more stable position are
paying off – especially in these economically uncertain times.
We delivered good results again in the second quarter and
confirmed our guidance for the full year,”said Matthias Zachert,
Chairman of the Board of Management,LANXESS.

The specialty chemicals company expects EBITDApre
exceptionals of EUR 1.000 billion to EUR 1.050 billion for the full
year 2019.In the previous year,LANXESS generated earnings of
EUR 1.016 billion.The company expects earnings to be slightly
weaker in the third quarter and somewhat better in the fourth
quarter than in the previous year.

Group sales came to EUR 1.810 billion in the second quarter

of 2019,down 1 per cent from the previous year’s figure of EUR
1.829 billion.Net income increased by 3.1 per cent from EUR 97
million to EUR 100 million.Earnings per share increased more
strongly – by 8.6 per cent from EUR 1.05 to EUR 1.14 – on
account of the lower average number of shares outstanding.
LANXESS completed its share buy-back with a volume of nearly
EUR 200 million on June 12,2019.

The Advanced Intermediates segment again proved its
operating strength in the second quarter of 2019 – despite the
persistently weak demand from the agriculture market.This
was mainly due to the ongoing positive development of the
Advanced Industrial Intermediates business unit and good
project business at Saltigo.The development of exchange rates
likewise had a positive effect.Sales amounted to EUR 561
million,up 2.7 per cent on the previous year’s figure of EUR 546
million.EBITDApre exceptionals increased by a considerable
10.3 per cent from EUR 97 million to EUR 107 million.The
EBITDAmargin pre exceptionals rose from 17.8 per cent to 19.1
per cent.The SpecialtyAdditives segment showed a stable
development year-on-year in the second quarter of 2019.The
termination of margin-dilutive toll manufacturing contracts and
the weaker demand from the automotive industry,especially in
the Rhein Chemie business unit, led to lower sales volumes.At
EUR 506 million,sales were nevertheless on a par with the
previous year (EUR 508 million),as advantageous exchange-
rate effects and higher prices nearly offset this development.

EBITDApre exceptionals fell slightly by 2.2 per cent to EUR 89
million compared with EUR 91 million in the prior-year quarter.
The EBITDAmargin pre exceptionals of 17.6 per cent was close
to the previous year’s level of 17.9 per cent.

In the Performance Chemicals segment,the balanced
portfolio ensured stability. In particular,the operating strength
of the business units with water treatment and material
protection products and positive exchange-rate effects
compensated for the weak chrome ore business in the leather
business unit.Sales remained stable year-on-year at EUR 356
million.EBITDApre exceptionals increased by 3.4 per cent to
EUR 60 million compared with EUR 58 million in the prior-year
quarter.All of the segment’s business units except Leather
contributed to the improvement in earnings.The EBITDA
margin pre exceptionals rose accordingly from 16.3 per cent to
16.9 per cent.

In the engineering materials segment,sales and earnings
were burdened by weaker demand from the automotive
industry.Positive exchange-rate effects did not compensate for
this.Sales amounted to EUR 365 million,down 8.5 per cent on
the strong previous year’s figure of EUR 399 million.EBITDApre
exceptionals fell by 19.8 per cent to EUR 65 million compared
with EUR 81 million in the prior-year quarter.After 20.3 per cent
in the previous year,the EBITDAmargin came to 17.8 per cent
and therefore remained at a good level.

EP News Bureau

Net income increased to EUR 100 million

LANXESS REMAINS ON TRACK AFTER A STABLE SECOND QUARTER
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B&R INDIA recently held an Innova-

tion Day event in Ahmedabad. The one-

day conference was dedicated to the

topic of smart manufacturing – with

special emphasis on the acute needs of

fully automated and connected assets

and factories.

The event commenced with some in-

spring words from B&R CEO Hans

Wimmer. He highlighted various B&R

accomplishments in 2018 and explained

how B&R innovations help customers

around the world enhance productivity,

improve quality, avoid unplanned down-

time and get ready for Industry 4.0. 

He was followed by Jhankar Dutta,

Managing Director, B&R India, who il-

lustrated the many benefits of digitali-

sation for manufacturers. 

In a talk titled ‘Innovation for High

Performance,’ Shirish Divgi, Managing

Director, Plastics Machinery Asia, Mi-

lacron, explained how corporate inno-

vation leaders can build a high-perform-

ing innovation team. Session topics

covered the need for digitisation, vari-

ous automation trends, smart technolo-

gies and user experiences.

A well received panel discussion fea-

tured experts from numerous indus-

tries speaking on the topic of ‘Building

smart machines and factories: Concept

to implementation.’ The panel com-

prised Premal Patwa, Technical Direc-

tor, Prasad & Prashant Group; Satish

Godse, Director, NU VU Conair; Jig-

nesh Pandya, Director, Gayatri Con-

trols; Rahul Wathodkar, Sr Manager

Technical Service, Desma India; Sub-

rata Karmakar, President, Robotics

Business, ABB India and David Hemets-

berger, Strategy Manager - India, B&R

Austria. 

The main objective of the panel dis-

cussion was to explore various aspects

involved in successful digital transfor-

mation and ways to ensure long-term

ROI. The panelists shared with the au-

dience the current status of Indian ma-

chine manufacturing, short-term and

long-term challenges and benefits of

digitalisation and highlighted the impor-

tance of digitalisation.

Vinay Bansod, CTO, Windsor Ma-

chines, spoke on the topic ‘Value cre-

ation for customers through digitisa-

tion and IoT’, noting the growing

importance of flexibility, quality and

efficiency for delivering value to cus-

tomers. Anup Mishra, Director,

Kalpvrux Converting Solutions,

brought to attention various aspects

of ‘Creative converting solutions’

along with a few success stories from

his company’s journey with B&R solu-

tions. B&R’s industry experts pre-

sented innovations such as integrated

machine vision, human-track collabo-

ration, hypervisor, digital twin and In-

dustrial IoT with ABB Ability, which

helps in creating a successful digital

enterprises.

With close to 150 participants, Inno-

vation Day – Ahmedabad proved to be

an event full of insight for India’s manu-

facturing SMEs and MSMEs, which

highlighted benefits of pursuing a digi-

tal transformation of machinery, plants

and factories.

EP News Bureau

B&R India organises Innovation
Day event in Ahmedabad
A panel discussion explored various aspects
involved in successful digital transformation
and ways to ensure long-term ROI
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D
ock shelters are incredi-

bly effective products

that form a vital part of

any loading bay.

Receiving goods on a daily

basis, one is well aware of how

difficult it can be to prevent sud-

den temperature fluctuations

when a loading bay door is

opened. However, selecting the

right dock shelters for operating

environment can help reduce

utility bill by as much as 40 per

cent?

Why invest in dock
shelters?
Dock shelters within loading

dock systems are an integral

part of any facility. Loading dock

shelters reduces oversized doors

to match truck opening. Provid-

ing protection for the products,

the door guards against outside

conditions, including insects,

pests, and other variables, solves

your environmental control

needs, and helps to improve in-

ternal temperature and worker

environment.

Dock shelters will provide a

safer dock environment and un-

restricted access to the trailer.

The dock shelters help keep ele-

ments out while providing full,

unimpeded vehicle access for a

safe and productive loading

dock. Designed to withstand

daily wear and tear, MP Indus-

tries’ dock shelters provide a

high-quality, effective solution to

our customers’ unique environ-

mental challenges.

Dock shelters are designed to

withstand heavy impact from

trailers and protect commercial

business from damage. The

shelter also forms a ground level

canopy to protect personnel and

loads from the elements when

loading and unloading.

At Gandhi Automations,

dock shelters are designed to

provide an effective and durable

seal between the internal and

external environments of load-

ing bay. Inflatable dock shelters

can significantly reduce the

amount of air that ingresses or

egresses from the building dur-

ing the loading-unloading

process

The dock shelters can be de-

signed bespoke to create a tight

fit around your fleet of vehicles

which helps to protect delicate

goods from exposure to contam-

inants.

Gandhi Automations Load-

ing Systems dock shelters are

manufactured to the highest

standards to cope with the de-

manding requirements of a 24/7

operating environment and can

be designed to suit all types of

vehicles.

The other benefits of dock
shelters
The dock shelters do much more

than simply reducing energy

consumption and making it

safer and easier to load and un-

load goods.

By maintaining the tempera-

ture inside the building, one will

be able to improve the working

conditions for the employees, re-

duce the spread of illness and

keep the number of absences to a

minimum — meaning that it

willalso improve staff morale,

achieve deadlines and save

money.

What types of dock shelters

do Gandhi Automations Loading

Systems offer?

All dock shelters can be cus-

tomised to cater to the needs of

existing loading bays and vehi-

cles. There are three variations

of dock shelter one can choose

from:

Collapsible dock shelters
The most popular shelter and

one which is best suited to ambi-

ent temperature environments.

Very flexible and accommodates

a wide range of vehicle heights

and widths. Collapsible dock

shelters provide an effective

weather seal and also prevent

the risk of rain and vermin from

entering into the building.

Cushioned dock shelters
Well suited to temperature-con-

trolled environments or situa-

tions where preventing contam-

ination of goods is important.

However, whilst this dock shel-

ter is very effective it is best

suited to a fleet of dedicated vehi-

cles with consistent heights and

widths.

Inflatable dock shelters
Well suited to temperature-con-

trolled environments or situa-

tions where preventing contam-

ination of goods is important.

Inflatable dock shelters provide

the optimal seal between the in-

ternal and external environ-

ments and are the best solution

for cold storage warehouses. An

inflatable dock shelter provides

a high level of flexibility and is

able to interface with a much

wider range of vehicle heights

and widths.

Gandhi Automations Load-

ing Systems understand the im-

portance of specifying the right

products to suite operational

needs. 

Contact details

Gandhi Automations

Chawda Commercial Centre,

Link Road, Malad (West),

Mumbai - 400064, 

Tel: +91-22-66720200 /

66720300 (200 lines)

+91-22-66720201

For enquiries via e-mail

sales@geapl.co.in

Customer Support

customercare@geapl.co.in

Dock shelters help to increase efficiency
and safety of loading bay

PRODUCTS
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TOP SYRINGE is a an ISO

9001 and ISO 13485 quality

certified large scale manufac-

turer and exporter of high

quality ‘DaVinci’ Laboratory

Repetitive dispensing syringe.

Best for use in
◗ Reagent distribution

◗ Hot Agar

◗ Sterile work

◗ Filling of well plates

◗ HPLC vial preparation

◗ Small batch injection vials

Features
1. Plunger tightness without

O-Ring — Hence no contami-

nation when it comes in con-

tact with drug / liquid

2. Glass barrel and SS plunger

– Ensures long life

3. Clear visibility of dose

4. Fully autoclavable

5. No need of servicing with

silicone oil — Same effortless

movement is ensured every

time.

6. Liquid path 100 per cent 

inert

7. Long lasting

8. Light weight and easy to

use

9. Fast and reliable volume 

selection

10. Packed individually in a

convenient attractive box

along with instruction manual

Sizes
◗ 0.05ml – 0.5ml

◗ 0.05ml – 1.0ml

◗ 0.10ml – 2.0ml

◗ 0.25ml – 5ml

◗ 1.00ml – 10ml

Styles
◗ Feed Tube Set (70 Series)

◗ Vial Holder Set (71 Series)

(Image of the 2 syringes
as per catalog)
Top Syringe is in the industry

since 1964 and has been pro-

ducing and exporting its high

quality of glass syringes. The

company fully understands

the exact needs and require-

ments of its buyers and sup-

plies are always in consistent

with respect to accuracy and

precision.

Top Syringe has got a very

articulated marketing net-

work and operation system

and meets all the challenging

demands of all clients. There-

fore, today Top Syringe is an

‘Established’, ‘Honoured’, and

‘Most Preferred’ supplier to

more than 28 countries and

still counting.

The company’s R&D con-

tinues to improve / develop

and successfully expand the

product line to meet the cus-

tomers ever ending demands

on critical applications.

Today’s competitive envi-

ronment leaves no room for

any error and the company al-

ways looking out for new ways

to exceed their expectations.

The company is totally com-

mitted to supply high quality

products at a very competi-

tive price in order to offer a

real value to its customers. All

the products are available at

competitive prices as com-

pared with heavily marketed

premium brands. The entire

product range conforms to in-

ternational specifications.

To further strengthen local

presence and attain leader-

ship, the company is keen to

establish a long standing busi-

ness association with its cus-

tomers. For further details

about the company / product

range / Infrastructure etc,

visit www.top-syringe.com

and oblige us.

Contact details

10-11, 

Prospect Chamber 

Annex,

317-21 DN Road, 

Fort, 

Mumbai - 400 001

Top Syringe launches ‘DaVinci’Laboratory
Repetitive dispensing syringe
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TRIPLEX 
LAMINATE

PVdC COATED
PVC FILM

Corp. Off: 804, Siddhi Vinayak Tower B 
off. S.G. Highway, Makarba, Ahmedabad -380051
Factory: Chharodi - Sanand (Gujarat)
+91 -9726430369 / 7433966038

info@uniworthllp.com  •  www.uniworthllp.com

EMERGING AS 

THE MOST PREFERRED 

PRIMARY PACKAGING 

SOLUTIONS PROVIDER FOR 

THE PHARMA INDUSTRY.

Uniworth Enterprises LLP with it's location at 

Ahmedabad, INDIA, is ideally suited to cater 

efficiently to the Indian market and with ICD 

facility and excellent connectivity by road to 

Nhava Sheva port, Mumbai, can also service the 

export market with minimum time lag between 

production and export.

CALENDER

SLITTER

COATING LINE

LAMINATOR

Ÿ Dust Free & Fully Air Conditioned Factory

Ÿ Fully Equipped Analytical Lab 

Ÿ Producing 60 Micron PVC Film by Direct 
Calendering without Stretching.

Ÿ ISO 9001:2015 & ISO 15378:2017
Manufacturing site

Ÿ 29000 Sq. Mtr. of Manufacturing Area

Ÿ 6000 Sq. Mtr. Built-up Area

WE PACKAGE GOOD HEALTH.

PVC RIGID FILM 
FOR BLISTER 

FORMING

ALU ALU 
LAMINATE

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032495

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032497

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032496

US FDA Type III
DMF: 032494
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An ISO:9001:2015 Certified Company
Complete Turnkey Solution Providers to Pharma Clean Rooms & Equipment Manufacturers

Karbosh Engineers Pvt. Ltd.
212/213, Creative Industrial Premises, Sundar Nagar, Road No. 2,  Kalina, Santacruz-(E), Mumbai - 400 098.
Tel: 022-26663115, Mob: +91-9821502366 | Email- karboshengg@yahoo.in / contact@karboshengineers.com

Air Handling Unit

Dynamic Pass Boxsampling Booth

Static Pass BoxCupboardsCross Over Bench

Laminar Air Flow

Movable Ladder

HVAC System 
(High & Low Side) and Clean Room
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w w w . h v a x . i n | i n f o @ h v a x . i n |  +9 1 2 2 4 9 7 2 5 0 3 9

As a team we have built some of the finest pharmaceutical plants in Asia and Africa. Our
Strength here has been our committed team and our trusted partners.

Modular
Clean Roomom

HVAC &
BMS

Electctricical
HT / LT

Clean Roomom
Equipmipments

Design and
Conceptualization

ISO 9001 - 2015 Certied

™
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The Ultimate Solution for
Marking and Coding Systems...

Scan this QR code
to view product applications

X1 Jet Stitch

MVT Series 1 Media Transport System

X1 Jet

Integra Quardo Controller

Printhead

Camera

Surface energy heterogeniety

BET specific surface area

Solubility parameters

Solid-state formulation

Acid-base interactions

or visit https://bit.ly/2Kc1aIa

Diffusion and permeability measurements

Crosslink density

Scan & Request today!

Amorphous content determination

Most common applications:

Get free copies of case studies & application notes

Please ask for details: 

E: vbendre@surfacemeasurementsystems.com
T: +91 742 004 8972 

DVS and IGC-SEA
advanced sorption techniques for
physico-chemical characterization

Mr. Vilas Bendre - SMS Instruments Pvt. Ltd.
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Tel: 86550 15819 email: info@ptepl.com www.ptepl.com

BRIBRINGINGNGINGTHEWTHEWORLS’S BORLS’S BESTESTMANUFACMANUFACTURITURINGNGTETECHNOCHNOGYTOYGYTOYOUOU

ADVANTAGES OF TWIN SCREW EXTRUSION

1. melting properties
2. Excellent mixing effect, homogenizing the

product
3. Excellent shear effect to the product
4. SHORT processing time
5. Integration of several process steps in one

unit
6. Excellent temperature control / stability
7. High VOLUME/ CONTINOUS PROCESS

possible
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Available Grades® DiCOM-DC
®DiCOM-DC  PL For small & large dose  APIs with 

good compressibility
®DiCOM-DC  SP For pH & moisture sensitive APIs
®DiCOM-DC  SR For sustained release 

formulations
®DiCOM-S Single modified high performance 

range of excipients such as Maize starch & 
calcium carbonate

API + =   TABLET®DiCOM-DC

DiCOM-DCTM

API

®
² DiCOM-DC  is a mixture of excipients with particle 

engineering in which there is no chemical 
modification

² The raw material used complies as per IP, USP-NF, 
EP monographs

² Regulatory documents such as TSE-BSE, RS, etc. 
®are available for all DiCOM-DC  grades

®
² We have DMF available for selected DiCOM-DC

grades 

Regulatory & Quality Information

Save Time & Efforts 

Save Money

Increase Output 
Substantially

® DiCOM-DC
Ready to use Co-processed, Direct Compression Excipient ProBlend

Silicified Microcrystalline Cellulose

® 

DMF No. 0033081

Lactose Monohydrate & Microcrystalline Cellulose

TM

DMF No. 0033804

® 

DMF No. 032957

High Functionality Excipients

Gangwal Chemicals Pvt. Ltd. :  
706-707, Quantum Tower, Rambagh Lane, Behind State 
Bank Of India, Malad (west), Mumbai - 400064 Tel.: +91 22 2888 9000, 
Fax: +91 22 2883 5347, Email: info@gangwalchem.com, 
Web.: www.gangwalchem.com

angwal
® 

Contact for more information
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■■ Mumbai: Rajesh Bhatkal

09821313017

■■ Ahmedabad: Nirav Mistry

09586424033

■■ Delhi: Ambuj Kumar

09999070900

■■ Chennai ■■ Bangalore:

Rajesh Bhatkal

09821313017

■■ Hyderabad: Mujahid 

09849039936

■■ Kolkata: Ajanta 

09831182580

To Advertise in

Business Avenues
Please Contact:
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HR

Bayer wins ‘Best Employer in
India 2019’Award byAon
This is Bayer’s third consecutive win at the Aon Best Employers Awards

AWARD

A
on, a global research

consultancy, has

awarded ‘Best Em-

ployer in India 2019’ Award to

Bayer in an award ceremony

held in Mumbai.

The winners for 2019 in-

cluded 16 organisations that

empower results through high

employee engagement, a com-

pelling employer brand, effec-

tive leadership and a high-

performance culture. This is

Bayer’s third consecutive win

at the Aon Best Employers

Awards.

“Winning the award for

three consecutive years is a

testimony to our high purpose

driven culture and our em-

ployees’ strong belief in Bayer

as a great workplace that en-

hances career growth while

helping translate the com-

pany’s vision ‘Science for bet-

ter life’ into reality. We feel ex-

tremely proud on receiving

the title as the result is largely

based on the feedback pro-

vided by our employees in an

independent survey con-

ducted by Aon. At Bayer, we

rely on the unique ability, cre-

ativity and commitment that

each employee brings with

them. We hone this further by

inculcating our employer

brand promise, ‘Passion to In-

novate’ and the ‘Power to

Change’, which plays a huge

role in ensuring employee

well-being and satisfaction,”

said D Narain, Senior Bayer

Representative South Asia.

The Aon Best Employers

programme is a comprehen-

sive studies launched in 2001,

the survey aims to define the

contours of a winning work-

place. Following an evaluation

framework based on the prin-

ciples of ‘Intent-Design-Expe-

rience’, it identifies the

uniqueness and key differen-

tiators of an organisation to

be a Best Employer. The study

methodology involved a nine-

month long rigorous process,

vetted by a panel of external,

independent jury members

representing eminent busi-

ness leaders and academi-

cians. More than 125 compa-

nies participated in this

prestigious study and only 16

companies in India were

named as Aon’s Best Employ-

ers for 2019.

EP News Bureau

D Narain, Senior Bayer Representative - South Asia and KS Harish, Country Group HR Head - South Asia along with the leadership team receiving the award at the ceremony
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